Portrait Options
Family or Individual Sitting: $30.00
Three to four poses (Approx 24 shots)
Change of outfits available.
Proof Sheet showing poses
Optional 4 inch proofs: $3.00 each

Additional poses available for $20.00
For each approx. 24 exposures taken.
2-4 additional poses.

Engagement Sitting: $30.00
Three or four poses
Proof Sheet showing poses
Approximately 24 proofs

Business Sitting: $30.00

Head and Shoulders Portrait taken in studio or on location.

Commercial Rate:$100 per hour plus expenses
1 hour minimum.
Location Portraiture:
No additional fee .
$.40 per mile after 30 miles.

Enlargement Prices
Metallic Prints are a wonderful option for your Professional Enlargement. They are printed on a special,
glossy photographic paper that appears more threedimensional. The colors appear more vivid and have a
unique luminosity.

Each Photo can be a different pose.
8x10’s and 5x7’s include folders.
8x10		
$40.00
5x7		
$20.00
4x5 or 4x6
$ 10.00
8 wallets $ 16.00 (one pose)
Traditional Prints:
Each Photo can be a different pose.
8x10’s and 5x7’s include folders.
8x10		
$32.00
5x7		
$17.00
4x5 or 4x6
$ 7.00
8 wallets $ 12.00 (one pose)
2 Yearbook Wallets $ 5.00

5x7 Greeting Cards:
25 $35.00		
50
Restoration of Heirloom Images starting at $30 75 $80.00		
100
Full resolution files and permission to reproduce them
will be offered for purchase for $50.00 after a minimum portrait order of $200.00 and can be picked up 2
years after original sitting date. Reproduction permission for images may be purchased without waiting
for $500.00. This fee will be assessed if copyright is
broken by client.
Images are protected by copyright and MAY NOT be
reproduced in ANY FORM without written consent of
Brose Photography.

$60.00
$100.00

Imprinting: $10.00 additional for two lines of 22 characters
Each line, including spaces.
Custom announcements:
$30.00 Set-up Fee
Hardcover Books: Starting at $145 for 20 sides for
8x8 or 8x11 inch books

Presentation
Portraits
These are portraits mounted on art board or foamcore
and protected with a lacquer spray.

Standard
Canvas
8x10		
$40.00		
N/A
11x14		
$65.00		
$95.00
16x20		
$125.00
$155.00
24x30		
$245.00
$295.00
		

Black and White Prints:
Spot Color is an additional retouching fee.
16x20 mounted		
$135.00
11x14 mounted		
$70.00
8x10				
$32.00
5x7				
$17.00
4x5 or 4x6			
$ 7.00
Additional Folders for pictures:
8x10		
$ 2.00
5x7		
$ 1.50
4x5		
$ 1.00
Wallets case $ 1.50
Note: Add 6 % sales tax to all orders.
All orders must be pre-paid.
Prices are subject to change without notice.
We reserve the right to use images for promotion.
Please let us know if you do not want us to publicize
Your image.

Senior Portraiture
Setting Options:
Traditional:			

Includes 12-24 images.

$30.00

Choice of either studio or location.
1-3 changes of outfits.
Approximately 1 hour setting.

Custom:			

$50.00

Includes 24-45 images.
May include both location and studio photography.
4-6 changes of outfits.
Approximately 1 ½ hour setting.

Premium:			
$70.00
Includes 54 or more images
May include both location and studio photography.
5 or more outfit changes
Approximately 2 hour setting.

$20.00 additional if senior wants more portraits on 2nd
night due to hairstyle changes or other item.
*Proofs are in the form of nine images to a sheet of
photographic paper. They are approximately the size of
a wallet photo.
*If you request traditional 4x5 proofs they are available for $3.00 each.
Additional proof pages are $5 each.
Feel free to bring your own props such as musical
instruments, sports paraphernalia, special hobbies etc.
Eyeglass wearers: If possible, remove lenses from
glasses or borrow a pair of empty frames from your
optometrist.

Enlargement Prices
Traditional Prints:

Each Photo can be a different pose.

8x10’s and 5x7’s include folders.
8x10		
$32.00
5x7		
$17.00
4x5 or 4x6
$ 7.00
8 wallets $ 12.00

Announcement Cards:
25 $35.00		
50
75 $80.00		
100

$60.00
$100.00

Qty over 100 are $1.00 each.
Bus. Card Sized Annc. -.50¢ each min of 50 cards
and set-up of $10.00 Great for Friends
Imprinting: $10.00 additional for two lines of 22 characters each, including spaces.(For Christmas Cards)
Custom Greetings: $30.00 Set-up Fee
Scanning for Multiple image cards: $4.00 per scan
(any image not taken by you must have a copyright
release)

Retouching:

Basic retouching (facial blemishes) :

$8.00 per pose as needed
Advanced for more blemishes: $15.00
Braces Removal: normal:
$10.00
		
Difficult:
$25.00
Spot Color:
normal:
$10.00
		
Advanced: $25.00
Tan line blending:		
$15.00
Multiple images combined - will estimate

Display Folders are available Starting at $25.00.
Please request to view the many options.
Brose Photography

Portrait Memories
The Difference
is in the Details

Web-site:
Brosephotography.com
Email: brosephotography@wiktel.com
Also on Facebook:
Search: Brose Photography
Owner: John J. Brose
(701) 746-7800(cell)
(701) 343-6482
P.O. Box 231
201 Towner Ave
Larimore ND 58251
9:30 to 6:30 Tues-Fri
or by appointment

